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Createspace, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 203 x 133 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Deep in the tropical woods in the
Western Ghats, the South Indian Mountain range, and close to
the giant lake is the Valley of the Mountain Goddess.
Surrounded by tall sheer cliffs, the valley is the abode of the
fierce goddess of the tribes. Nobody, not even animals, would
go any where near the valley. Elephants, however, are the
lieutenants of the double headed, four armed blood-thirsty
goddess to whom men and women used to be sacrificed. Sabu
and Rajan, both twelve, while picnicking on a raft on the lake,
are caught in a thunder storm and lose their way. They land
near the dreaded valley. To save themselves from a herd of
wild elephants, they climb up a small tree. The elephants smell
their presence and attack the tree. They go down the sheer cliff
face supporting themselves on a climber and finally find
themselves to be prisoners in the valley steeped in legends and
superstitions. They frantically search for a way out but cannot
find any. During their wanderings in the valley they come
across many...
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This pdf is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to see. It generally does not
charge an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert once you full looking over this publication.
-- Elliott R em pel MD-- Elliott R em pel MD

A brand new e-book with a new viewpoint. I actually have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna read
again once more later on. I am quickly could get a pleasure of studying a published ebook.
-- Ana sta sia  K er luke-- Ana sta sia  K er luke
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